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Finding both efficient and effective quantitative representations for scholars in scientific digital
libraries has been a focal point of research. The unprecedented amounts of scholarly datasets,
combined with contemporary machine learning and big data techniques, have enabled intelligent and
automatic profiling of scholars from this vast and ever-increasing pool of scholarly data. Meanwhile,
recent advance in network embedding techniques enables us to mitigate the challenges of large scale
and sparsity of academic collaboration networks. In real-world academic social networks, scholars
are accompanied with various attributes or features, such as co-authorship and publication records,
which result in attributed collaboration networks. It has been observed that both network topology
and scholar attributes are important in academic relationship mining. However, previous studies
mainly focus on network topology, whereas scholar attributes are overlooked. Moreover, the influence
of different scholar attributes are unclear. To bridge this gap, in this work, we present a novel
framework of Attributed Collaboration Network Embedding (ACNE) for academic relationship
mining. ACNE extracts four types of scholar attributes based on the proposed scholar profiling model,
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including demographics, research, influence, and sociability. ACNE can learn a low-dimensional
representation of scholars considering both scholar attributes and network topology simultaneously.
We demonstrate the effectiveness and potentials of ACNE in academic relationship mining by
performing collaborator recommendation on two real-world datasets and the contribution and
importance of each scholar attribute on scientific collaborator recommendation is investigated. Our
work may shed light on academic relationship mining by taking advantage of attributed collaboration
network embedding.

CCS Concepts: • Information systems → Information retrieval; Learning to rank; • Com-
puting methodologies → Artificial intelligence.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Network embedding, academic information retrieval, scientific

collaboration, graph learning

ACM Reference Format:
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2020. Attributed Collaboration Network Embedding for Academic Relationship Mining. ACM Trans.
Web 1, 1, Article 1 (January 2020), 21 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3409736

1 INTRODUCTION

In the era of scholarly big data, scholars have increasingly published research articles
that are efficiently indexed and managed by digital libraries such as Google Scholar1 and
CiteseerX2 [21, 56]. Furthermore, many digital libraries and academic search engines, i.e.
DBLP (DBLP Computer Science Bibliography)3 and APS (American Physical Society)4,
have published their datasets to advocate and advance research in the scholarly mining fields.
As a result, such datasets also enable us to study the dynamics of scholars and their roles in
the academic society, by analyzing academic relationships using various cutting-edge data
mining techniques that have been shown to work with large-scale scholarly data. Recent
study has shown that academic relationship is highly associated with co-authorship. For
example, co-authorship is a key factor that infers the scientific collaboration and academic
success [60]. Advisor-advisee relationships can also be inferred based on the co-authorship
networks [31, 47, 49].

Demographics: AA=15 
Research: Big Data
Reputation: h-index=10
Sociability: Degree=20

Demographics: AA=25 
Research: NLP
Reputation: h-index=40
Sociability: Degree=50

Demographics: AA=35 
Research: Data Mining
Influence: h-index=60
Sociability: Degree=100

Collaboration Collaboration

Fig. 1. Example of an attributed collaboration network.

1https://scholar.google.com/
2https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
3https://dblp.uni-trier.de/
4https://journals.aps.org/
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Typical academic relationship mining tasks include advisor-advisee relationship identifica-
tion [47, 49], collaboration pattern modelling [38], collaborator recommendation [32, 55], etc.
One of the most important tasks in academic relationship mining is how to quantitatively
measure the similarity between scholars. For example, most existing collaboration recom-
mendation systems are designed based on the assumption that similar scholars are more
likely to collaborate with each other [4]. Hence, it is imperative to find a scholar similarity
scheme that not only is accurate, but also is appropriate to the tasks at hand.

Since research collaboration relationship can be well represented as a network of co-authors,
such a network has been extensively used in many scholarly mining tasks that involve
collaboration prediction. Various network-based methods for similarity measurement such as
common neighbors (CN), Katz, and random walk with restart are proposed [34]. However,
scholars’ relationship should not be represented by only co-authorship, but also research
expertise represented by their academic papers. Hence, scholars should be represented by
various attributed that both reflect their existing collaboration structure and academic
expertise. In this paper, such attributed networks are referred to as attributed collaboration
networks (see Fig. 1). Regardless of the importance of scholar attributes, few attempts have
been done to explore attributed collaboration networks for academic relationship mining.
Although several studies have considered some academic factors, such as academic age [51]
and publication content [45], these factors are incomplete and unsystematic. Moreover, the
influence of different scholar attributes are unclear.
Generating attributed collaboration networks is challenging because of the nature of

scholarly datasets, that are not only increasingly massive, but also composed of various
information types, both structured and non-structured. Based on the results of previous
study [20], at least 114 million English-language scholarly documents are accessible on the
web. Second, collaboration networks are very sparse because scholars usually have a limited
number of collaborators compared to the number of total scholars. Recent advances in
network embedding (or network representation learning) [10] enable us to better face these
two challenges by encoding network topology into a low-dimensional space. As a result,
similar nodes in the embedding metrics are close to each other. The benefit and effectiveness
of network embedding have been proven in many tasks, such as node classification, link
prediction, and community detection [2, 5, 26, 61]. Although several attributed network
embedding approaches have been proposed [16, 18, 27, 29, 48], none have been applied to
scientific collaboration networks. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, selection of
scholar attributes to represent research expertise for each node in the collaboration network
has never been thoroughly investigated.

Against this background, in this work, we propose an Attributed Collaboration Network
Embedding framework for academic relationship mining named ACNE. ACNE can exploit
both the network topology and scholar attributes simultaneously for network representation
learning. Meanwhile, in order to select scholar attributes, we propose to profile scholars
from four perspectives, including demographics, research, influence, and sociability. Through
this, we can better depict a given scholar. Extensive experimental results on collaborator
recommendation with two scholarly datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of ACNE in
academic relationship mining, compared to cutting-edge baseline solutions.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

∙ We propose a novel and comprehensive scholar profiling model by considering four
types of scholar attribute, including demographics, research, influence, and sociability.
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∙ We present a generic framework ACNE for academic relationship mining, which can
embed collaboration networks by preserving scholar attribute and network topology.

∙ We conduct extensive experiments on the task of collaborator recommendation with two
real-world scholarly datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of ACNE by comparison
with six state-of-the-art methods.

∙ We investigate the contribution and importance of each scholar attribute on scientific
collaborator recommendation and find that research attribute is the most important
attribute whereas demographic attribute is of lowest importance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. We
formulate the investigated problem in Section 3. The details of ACNE are presented in
Section 4. The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section
6 concludes this paper with future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Literature on large-scale scholarly mining is extensive. In this section, we review the related
work that is directly related to our problem, including network representation learning and
academic relationship mining.

2.1 Network Representation Learning

Recently, approaches to embed network-like information have been extensively investigated in
terms of both efficacy and generalizability [2, 3, 61]. The goal of network embedding is to learn
low-dimensional vector representations of nodes in a network. Generally, such an approach
can automatically generate the topology representation of nodes that encode the proximity
and linkage information, using machine learning methods. Many network embedding models
have been proven effective in many network-based tasks such as entity recommendation [37],
link prediction [42], node classification [39], and community detection [19].
Different network representation learning approaches have been designed from various

angles in terms of different network types. Notable examples of network types include
heterogeneous networks [40, 52], signed networks [22, 33], attributed networks [15, 27, 29, 48,
57], and dynamic networks [9, 12]. Dong et al. [6] perform meta-path based random walks
to construct the heterogeneous neighborhood of a node and then leverage a heterogeneous
skip-gram model to perform heterogeneous network embedding. Yuan et al. [59] adopt
the log-bilinear model to consider both the edge sign information and representations of
all nodes that form a given path for singed network representation learning named SNE.
Hong et al. [15] propose a deep attributed network embedding framework which adopts a
personalized random walk model to calculate the relationship between network structure
and node attributes using various degrees of proximity. As a result, the proposed model
can capture both the network structure and attribute information synchronously. Goyal et
al. [12] design a dynamic graph representation learning model which can learn the temporal
transitions occurring inside the network, using a deep architecture composed of dense and
recurrent layers. Although these methods are effective in learning network representations,
it is still challenge to apply them to practical real-world tasks related to network dataset,
i.e., academic relationship mining with scholarly big data.

In many social networks, besides relationship information represented by different weights
and types of edges, each node may encode various attributes or features to quantitatively
represent itself. Therefore, some researchers have paid attention to attributed network
embedding [1, 11, 17, 27, 29, 35, 48, 54, 57, 62]. For example, Liao et at. [29] propose the
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SNE model which can embed social networks by utilizing node attributes. Huang et al. [16]
come up with the AANE model, specifically designed for learning large attributed network
embedding in the distributed manner. Tu et al. [45] propose CANE model that is capable
of embedding networks by considering each node’s context. While network embedding
approaches have been well studied, their applications in scholarly mining have been limited.
In this work, our proposed method learns scholar vectors for academic relationship mining
based on attributed collaboration network representation that combined both the scholar
attributes and collaboration network topology.

2.2 Academic Relationship Mining

Academic relationship mining has received extensive attention in the era of scholarly big
data [21, 53]. Tasks such as modeling collaboration patterns [38, 51], academic relationship
identification [47], community detection [58], and collaborator recommendation [24, 32,
50, 55] have extensively been investigated. For example, Wang et al. investigate scientific
collaboration patterns from scholars’ local perspectives based on their academic ages [50].
They find that there is an obvious homophily phenomenon in scientific collaborations. Wang
et al. [47] propose a time-constrained probabilistic-based graph model for advisor-advisee
relationship identification. Yu et al. [58] propose to formulate an academic team by a
barrel composed of planks, namely, Liebig’s barrel. Liu et al. [32] design a context-aware
collaborator recommendation framework which is consisted of two fundamental components:
the collaborative entity embedding network and the hierarchical factorization model.

In this work, we mainly consider the task of collaborator recommendation. Usually, scholars
explore scientific collaborations from a network perspective where two individual scholars
are connected if they have coauthored at least one paper. With a collaboration network,
scholar similarity can be measured via social network indices, such as common neighbors
or random walk-based node similarity. Based on this idea, collaborator recommendation
systems have been designed [55]. However, such methods are time-consuming and biased
because these indices are manually designed and calculated. Recently, Chen et al. propose
CollabSeer, a search engine for research collaborators [4]. Their system generates the co-
authorship network from scientific publications, which is then used to predict infer potential
collaborators using node-based similarity. Wang et al. develop a content-based method to
recommend scientific articles [46]. Their method combines topical knowledge extracted from
scientific papers with collaborative filtering approaches. Such a method, however, does not
recommend collaborators.
Most content-based approaches take advantages of topic models, e.g., Latent Dirichlet

Allocation (LDA) to calculate the topic distribution of scholars based on their paper content,
such as titles and abstracts [24]. With the topic distribution, the similarity between scholars
can be calculated via cosine similarity. This approach is limited in the need of correct and
large-scale paper content. Meanwhile, the direct coauthorships are overlooked, which have
been proven useful in academic relationship mining [46]. We believe that it is necessary to
consider both scholar attributes and collaboration network topology in academic relationship
mining, e.g., collaborator recommendations. To combine both pieces of information, certain
issues must first be properly addressed. For example, what kind of scholar attributes should
be considered? Another issue would be how to simultaneously model network topology and
scholar attributes. Therefore, we aim to design an attributed-aware network representation
learning model for academic relationship mining.

ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of ACNE. ACNE first extracts scholars’ attributes from various perspectives based on
scholar profiling. Then, an attribute similarity matrix can be gained. Finally, ACNE embeds the adjacency
matrix and attributed similarity matrix jointly for scholar representations.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Academic relationships are more than links where scholars occupy various attributes. There
are mainly two challenges in exploiting attributed collaboration networks. First, how to
extract scholar attributes and which attributes would be beneficial? Second, how to project
the attribute factors into a low-dimensional vector space for learning final representations.
We aim at learning a low-dimensional embedding 𝑣 ∈ R𝑑 for each scholar 𝑣𝑖 according to
both the network topology and attribute information. The 𝑑 in the represented space is
much smaller than |𝑉 |, which can be used for academic relationship mining efficiently. For
the rest of this work, we use boldface lowercase alphabets (e.g., r) to present vectors and
boldface uppercase R to present matrices. The 𝑖𝑡ℎ row of a matrix R is presented as r𝑖. The
transpose of R is R𝑇 . We denote the ℓ2 norm of a vector using ‖ · ‖2, which is the Euclidean
norm of a vector.
Given a scholar in a specific digital library, e.g., DBLP, we can extract an attributed

collaboration network 𝐿 = {𝑉,𝐸,𝑊,𝑂}, where 𝑉 is a set of scholars, 𝑂 denotes the attribute
information of scholars, and each edge 𝑒𝑖,𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 represents the relationship between two
scholars (𝑖, 𝑗), with an associated weight 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 . The weight denotes the number of collaboration
times. Here, the attributes refer to the scholar characteristics based on scholar profiling,
which are hidden in the raw data of the digital library.

The main symbols are shown in Table 1. In this table, the variable 𝑧𝑖 refers to the number
of column of an attribute matrix. Let H ∈ R|𝑉 |×|𝑉 | be the adjacency matrix of collaboration
networks. Let O be a |𝑉 | × 𝑧 matrix that stands for all the scholar attributes where each
row 𝑜𝑖 denotes the attributes of scholar 𝑣𝑖. Based on the notions above, we can formulate
the investigated problems as follows.
Given a set of scholars in network 𝐿 with scholar attributes O and adjacency matrix H,

our goal is to learn a low-dimensional representation matrix X by preserving both scholar
attributes and network topology, where each scholar 𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 is represented as a low-dimensional
vector x𝑖. The scholar representation vectors can achieve better performance in academic
relationship mining.
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Table 1. Description of key symbols.

Symbols Definitions
𝑛 = |𝑉 | Number of scholars

𝑤 Weight of link
𝑒 Edge
𝑑 Dimension of embedding result

D ∈ R|𝑉 |×𝑧1 Demographical attribute matrix
I ∈ R|𝑉 |×𝑧3 Influence attribute matrix
S ∈ R|𝑉 |×𝑧4 Sociability attribute matrix
O ∈ R|𝑉 |×𝑧 Scholar attribute matrix
A ∈ R|𝑉 |×|𝑉 | Attribute similarity matrix
H ∈ R|𝑉 |×|𝑉 | Adjacency matrix
X ∈ R|𝑉 |×𝑑 Final embedding matrix

4 DESIGN OF ACNE

Our ultimate goal is to learn a low-dimensional vector representation of scholars consid-
ering both collaboration network topology and scholar attributes. During the process of
representations, we need to satisfy the following requirements: 1) it should utilize suitable
scholar attributes in a comprehensive way; 2) it should preserve the scholar proximity both
in network and attribute space well; 2) it needs to be able to handle weighted networks since
the scientific collaboration networks are weighted; 4) it is necessary to be scalable since the
number of scholars may be large. For these reasons, we propose an Attributed Collaboration
Network Embedding (ACNE) model based on matrix factorization for academic relationship
mining.
The basic framework of ACNE is shown in Fig. 2. ACNE contains three parts, i.e.,

1) scholar attribute extraction via scholar profiling, 2) collaboration network structure
embedding, and 3) scholar attribute proximity embedding. As shown in this figure, ACNE
first extracts scholar’s attributes from the perspectives of demographics, research, influence,
and sociability to gain an attribute matrix O based on the raw data of the digital library.
Such a process is also called scholar profiling [43]. With the attribute matrix, we can calculate
the attribute similarity matrix A based on cosine similarity. Then, ACNE decomposes the
attribute similarity into the final scholar vector matrix X, where the process is controlled
by an edge-base penalty. Such penalty is determined by the adjacency matrix H of the
collaboration network. Inspired by previous study [45], we can generate the scholar vector
based on a joint representation learning process, where the objective of ACNE is:

𝜁 = 𝜁𝐴 + 𝜁𝐻 , (1)

where 𝜁𝐴 denotes the objective of attribute embedding and 𝜁𝐻 denotes the objective of
collaboration network embedding. We will present each step in detail.

4.1 Scholar Attribute Extractions via Scholar Profiling

Scholars have various attributes so that scientific collaboration networks are attributed. The
same as the network topology, scholar attributes obviously have a great influence on academic
relationship mining. Previous researches have shown that scientific collaboration patterns
are varied with scholar demographic characteristics, i.e., academic age [51]. The homogeny
phenomenon has been found that senior scholars stick together. Thus, we need to consider

ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 3. Example of scholars’ various kinds of attributes via scholar profiling.

scholars’ attributes for academic information mining tasks. However, previous studies mainly
consider network topology in tasks such as collaborator recommendations [55]. Although
some researchers have utilized scholars’ attributes for academic relationship mining [24], the
attributes they considered are incomplete and unsystematic. The most common attribute is
the research topic which is either calculated by the bag-of-words model with test information
or extracted directly via tags [30, 32, 45]. Many other underlying attributes are overlooked.
In order to acquire scholar attributes in a comprehensive way, we propose to use the

user profiling method [36]. User profiling aims at extracting and analyzing users’ detailed
characteristics for accuracy recommendation service in online social networks and e-commerce
platforms. Similarly, scholars profiling aims at extracting and utilizing scholars’ various
attributes for academic relationship mining tasks such as citation mining and collaborator
recommendation [25].
Specifically, our proposed model of scholar profiling is composed of four perspectives

including, Demographics, Research, Influence, and Sociability, as shown in Fig. 3. We believe
that these four types of scholars’ attributes can profile scholars so that more accurate results
can be obtained, which will be shown in the experiments later. The details of these four
types of attributes are described as follows:

∙ Demographics: It has been proven that users with demographic profiles in social
networks bring new insights into understanding social principles from individuals, to
groups, and to societies [7]. The demographic characteristics of scholars are of various
kinds. Some popular demographics are gender, academic age, location, nationality, etc.

∙ Research: The research attributes denote the information related to scholar’s studies.
This kind of scholar attribute is widely considered in previous works as the research
topics are provided by some popular scholarly datasets. Meanwhile, the advances of
natural language processing enable us to extract scholar’s research topic distribution
via topic models, e.g., LDA [24].

∙ Influence: The influence attribute refers to the indicators denoting a scholar’s academic
achievement and impact. This important attribute is always overlooked in academic
relationship mining tasks. In reality, junior scholars are more likely to be pursuers while

ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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Fig. 4. Example of three kinds of scholar attributes.

senior scholars with high academic reputation are normally attractors when facing
new collaborative opportunities. The influence attribute includes citations, number of
publication, h-index, academic title, etc.

∙ Sociability: The sociability attribute refers to the collaboration patterns of scholars. In
modern academia, some scholars are more collaborative than others. It has been proven
in many studies that collaborative scholars are more productive and influential [60].
On the one hand, some network indicators can reflect the sociability attribute such as
degree, ego network, and clustering coefficients. On the other hand, scholars’ sociability
is hidden in involving academic activities such as conference attending.

These mentioned attributes together with the co-author relationships bring about the
attributed collaboration networks. It is worth mentioning that although employing all the
attributes might bring better model performance, the limitations of the scholarly datasets
result in the absence of some attributes. For example, gender information cannot be easily
gained. Therefore, the attribute extractions are subject to the limitations exist in scholarly
datasets.

4.2 Attribute-based Embedding

Scholars are associated with various attributes. Previous studies have proven that attribute
information can improve the performance of network-based analysis [46]. After scholar
profiling in previous section, we can obtain four types of scholar attributes, including
Demographics (D), Research (R) Influence (I ), and Sociability (S ). Each type of
attributes may contain various factors. We convert all scholar attributes into a generic
feature vector, where each factor is normalized into [0, 1] via Min-Max normalization method.
Considering the data type, scholar attributes can be categorized into three types:

∙ Isolated attributes: Most scholar attributes are isolated, such as scholar influence
attributes like the number of publications and h-index. We convert all these scholar
attributes into [0, 1] via Min-Max normalization.

∙ Discrete attributes: Typical discrete attributes are categorical variables, such as
gender. For such attributes, we convert them into a set of binary feature. For example,
a scholar’s gender attribute is either female or male so that we can use the vector
{1, 0} to express a female scholar.

∙ Continuous attributes: Some scholar attributes are continuous after transformation.
For example, scholars’ research attributes are hidden in their publications which are

ACM Trans. Web, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 1. Publication date: January 2020.
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text information. We can extract scholars’ topic distribution vector with the topic
model.

Suppose 𝑧1, 𝑧2, 𝑧3, and 𝑧4 are the numbers of scholar’s demographics, research, influence,
and sociability, respectively. Thus, a scholar’s attribute vector contains 𝑧 features, where 𝑧
is the sum of 𝑧1, 𝑧2, 𝑧3, and 𝑧4. Therefore, we can gain the scholar attribute matrix as:

O = [D+R+ I+ S]. (2)

Based on the scholar attribute matrix O, we can gain the attribute similarity matrix A
based on cosine similarity, where each 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ∈ A is calculated as,

𝑎𝑖𝑗 =
𝑧∑︁

𝑖=1,𝑗=1

o𝑖 × o𝑗 . (3)

After the attribute similarity matrix is computed, to preserve the attribute proximity, we
propose the optimize objective by approximating the scholar attribute similarity matrix A
with the final scholar vector matrix X, which can be calculated as:

𝜁𝐴 =‖ A−XX𝑇 ‖2𝐹=
|𝑉 |∑︁
𝑖=1

|𝑉 |∑︁
𝑗=1

(a𝑖𝑗 − x𝑖x
𝑇
𝑗 )

2. (4)

The goal of this objective function is to minimize the difference between dot product of
vector representation x𝑖 and x𝑗 , and the corresponding paper attribute similarity a𝑖𝑗 .

4.3 Structure-based Embedding

The structure-based embedding aims to measure the log-likelihood of an edge. Following the
DeepWalk model [42], the objective can be calculated as:

𝜁𝐻 = 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 log 𝑝(𝑣𝑖|𝑣𝑗), (5)

where log 𝑝(𝑣𝑖|𝑣𝑗) denotes the conditional probability of 𝑣𝑖 generated by 𝑣𝑗 , which can be
calculated as:

log 𝑝(𝑣𝑖|𝑣𝑗) =
exp(𝑣𝑖 · 𝑣𝑗)∑︀

𝑧∈𝑉 exp(𝑣𝑖 · 𝑣𝑗)
. (6)

However, this loss function cannot be easily learned via matrix factorization. Following
previous work [16], without loss of generality and for ease of calculation, we use the following
loss function instead of Eq. (5):

𝜁𝐻 =
∑︁

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝑒

𝑤𝑖𝑗 ||x𝑖 − x𝑗 ||2, (7)

where x𝑖 and x𝑗 are the representations of scholars 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 denotes the links weight
between them. It can measure the log-likelihood of an edge between 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 via matrix
factorization by calculating the differences between two scholars. The key motivation is that
in order to minimize the penalty 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ||x𝑖 − x𝑗 ||, a larger 𝑤𝑖𝑗 may lead to a smaller difference
between x𝑖 and x𝑗 .

4.4 Joint Representation Learning

Based on Eq. (4) and Eq.( 7), we can rewrite the objective of ACNE as:

min
X

𝜁 =‖ A−XX𝑇 ‖2𝐹 +𝛿
∑︁

(𝑖,𝑗)∈𝑒

𝑤𝑖𝑗 ||x𝑖 − x𝑗 ||2, (8)
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where 𝛿 denotes a trade-off between scholar attributes and collaboration network. This
objective function can jointly model the network topology and scholar attributes. Since this
objective function is bi-convex [16], we adopt the accelerated and distributed algorithm
for parameter optimization in AANE. The key idea is to accelerate the optimization by
converting it into 2n updating steps and one matrix updating step.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In order to investigate the potentials of ACNE in academic relationship mining, we conduct
experiments of collaborator recommendation on two scholarly datasets DBLP and APS.
Collaborator recommendation has been an extensively studied task, and many advanced
recommendation strategies have been proposed. Specifically, we try to answer the following
research questions.

∙ RQ1 Is it beneficial to consider scholar attributes for academic relationship mining?
∙ RQ2 Which kind of scholar attribute is more useful?
∙ RQ3 Can ACNE better represent scholars for collaborator recommendation as com-
pared to state-of-the-art methods?

5.1 Experimental Design

The experimental designs including evaluation metrics, comparison methods, and parameter
tuning are introduced in this section.

5.1.1 Dataset and Setup. We adopt two widely used scholarly datasets, i.e., DBLP and APS
datasets. Specifically, the Aminer 5 scholarly platform [44] has provided the preprocessed
DBLP dataset which can be downloaded online 6. The APS dataset can be freely accessed
online 7 upon request. For each dataset, we first perform name disambiguation using the
method in [41]. Then, we filter out those scholars who have an academic career less than 5
years or with less than 10 publications [41]. For the DBLP datasets, we gain the citation
relationships from AMiner project [44]. In this work, we utilize a subset of DBLP in the
field of data mining, and a subset of APS with the journals of Physic Review A, B, and C.
The statistics of two datasets are shown in Table 2.

Due to the limitation of these two datasets, we cannot gain all the proposed scholar
attribute. The demographical attribute we use is the academic age which is calculated by
the investigated year minus the year of first publication. This demographic characteristic has
been proven influential in collaboration patterns [51]. The research attributes are the topic
distributions which are calculated by performing topics model LDA on the title and abstract
information. The influence attributes include number of citations, number of publications,
and h-index. The sociability attributes adopted are numbers of collaborators and clustering
coefficient [28], where the clustering coefficient indicates how close you and your neighbors
are.

Without loss of generality, during the experiments, we set the number of generated topics by
LDA as 100. The Top-k candidates are ranked by the cosine similarity with two scholar vectors
in X. It is worth mentioning that we aim at recommending new collaborators. Therefore, the
Top-k candidates are selected by filtering out those scholars who had collaborated with target
scholar before. For collaborator recommendations, we split the datasets into two subsets,
including the training set with 𝑡 = [2008, 2010] and the testing set with 𝑡 = [2011, 2015]. If

5https://aminer.org/
6https://aminer.org/billboard
7https://journals.aps.org/datasets
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Table 2. Statistics of two datasets.

Datasets #Scholars #Papers #Links

DBLP 59,659 21,675 90,282
APS 3,784 1,218 8,395

two unconnected scholars in the training set coauthor with each other at least one paper in
the testing set, we regard it as a positive sample. We use 100% fractions of data in training
set for parameter tuning.

5.1.2 Evaluation Metrics. We adopt three widely used metrics for recommendation system
evaluation, including Precison@k, Recall@k, and F1@k. These metrics have been extensively
used to evaluate the performance of a recommendation system.

The Precision@k is defined as:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝑘 =
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝑜𝑝− 𝑘 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑘
. (9)

The Recall@k is defined as:

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘 =
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝑜𝑝− 𝑘 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠
. (10)

The F1@k is an integrated index of Precision@k and Recall@k, which is defined as:

𝐹1@𝑘 =
2× 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝑘 ×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛@𝑘 +𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙@𝑘
. (11)

5.1.3 Baseline Methods. We compare ACNE with two categories of baselines or state-of-
the-art collaborator recommendation approaches. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of
considering scholar attributes, two plain network embedding models, and a context-aware
network embedding model are used, i.e., Node2vec [13], DeepWalk [37], and CANE [45].
Meanwhile, three typical collaborator recommendation methods are used for comparison,
i.e., Common Neighbor (CN), TopicSim, and MVCWalker [55]. The details of these methods
are listed as follows.

∙ CN: CN is a network-based similarity measurement, which can be used to recommend
collaborators based on the number of common neighbors. It is very simple and has
been extensively used in link prediction and collaborator recommendation.

∙ TopicSim: TopicSim recommends collaborators based on the topic similarity between
scholars. The topic vectors are calculated by performing topic model, i.e., LDA on
scholars’ publication text.

∙ MVCWalker: MVCWalker [55] is a random-walk-based collaborator recommendation
approach which considers three factors to calculate link weights, i.e., coauthor order,
latest collaboration time point, and collaboration times.

∙ Node2vec: Node2vec [13] adopts the Skip-Gram model on node sequence in collabo-
ration networks generated by biased random walk. The gained scholar vector can be
used for similarity calculation for recommendation.

∙ DeepWalk: DeepWalk [37] utilizes word2vec and truncated random walk techniques
for network embedding. Both Node2vec and DeepWalk are plain network embedding
approaches which do not consider any scholar attribute.

∙ GCN: Graph Convolution Network [23] is a new method for processing structured
data with deep learning. This method is mainly based on the representation and
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Table 3. Parameter sensitivity of |𝑑|. 𝑘 is set as 10.

d
DBLP (%) APS (%)

P@k R@k F1@k P@k R@k F1@k
10 28.25 18.21 22.14 37.14 22.14 27.74
20 28.73 18.35 22.39 37.35 22.32 27.94
30 29.02 18.67 22.72 37.42 22.38 28.01
40 29.21 18.97 23.01 37.41 22.24 27.89
50 29.17 18.83 22.89 37.32 22.18 27.82

calculation of the structured neural network model in the form of a graph. We adopt
the model of GraphSage [14] as the GCN method.

∙ DANE: Deep Attributed Network Embedding [11] is a novel deep attributed network
embedding approach, which can capture the high nonlinearity and preserve various
proximities in both topological structure and node attributes. During experiments, we
adopt the research interest as the attribute in DANE.

∙ CANE: CANE [45] is a context-aware network embedding approach which can learn
to model the semantic relationships between nodes. In the experiments, the context
information is extracted from scholars’ publication records, including paper metadata
such as titles and abstracts.

5.1.4 Parameter Sensitivity. Parameter |𝑑| denotes the dimension size of represented matrix
X. This parameter is shared across the experiments of network embedding approaches.
During experiments, |𝑑| is ranged from {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. We test the parameter sensitivity
of |𝑑| by setting 𝑘 as 10 during recommendation.

Table 3 shows the results of Precision@k, Recall@k, and F1@k with different |𝑑| in DBLP
and APS datasets. We can observe that the performance of ACNE on DBLP tends to
saturate when |𝑑| is 40, while the performance on APS tends to saturate when |𝑑| reaches
30. In the rest experiments, we set |𝑑| as 40 and 30 for DBLP and APS, respectively. At the
same time, we can observe that the performance of ACNE on APS dataset is much better
than that of DBLP dataset. The reason may be that the network constructed from APS
dataset is denser than that of DBLP dataset.

5.2 Benefit of Attributes (RQ1)

To illustrate the benefit of considering scholar attributes in academic relationship mining.
We vary the embedding dimension |𝑑| and compare the proposed ACNE model with other
plain network embedding models without considering scholar attributes. These methods
include Node2vec, DeepWalk, and CANE. Fig. 5 shows the F1@k scores of each method.
The key observations are as follows:

(1) The proposed ACNE model achieves the best performance in terms of F1@k among
all network embedding methods. It can be notably observed that, compared to the
pure structure-based methods, i.e., Node2vec and DeepWalk, our proposed ACNE
achieves a significantly better performance. This can be seen as a piece of evidence that
considering scholar attributes is beneficial in academic relationship mining, especially
those relying on collaboration recommendation. Moreover, we can observe that the
ACNE model is more stable than other network embedding methods when using a
smaller |𝑑|.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between ACNE with other network embedding models in terms of F1@k over
representation dimension |𝑑|. We set 𝑘 as 10.

(2) For plain network embedding approaches, CANE outperforms Node2vec and DeepWalk
and is second only to ACNE. The reason is that CANE considers scholars’ context
information which is extracted from scholars’ publication records. Such context infor-
mation, to some extent, can be regarded as the research attribute. This observation
further demonstrates the usefulness of considering scholar attributes.

(3) Comparing the performances on two different datasets, we can observe that all methods
have a better recommendation accuracy on APS than that on DBLP. The reason is
that the collaboration network of APS is denser than DBLP. Meanwhile, scholars
in APS, whose majority of papers are in physics fields, collaborate more frequently
than scholars in DBLP. This stronger collaborative behaviors observed in among APS
scholars may strengthen collaborative signals in the learned models.

5.3 Attribute Analysis (RQ2)

Based on scholar profiling, we have extracted four types of scholar attributes. Some scholar
attributes may have a more significant impact on academic relationship mining. To explore the
contribution and importance of each type of scholar attributes, we adopt the “Jackknife” [8]
approach, which contains two kinds of strategies, i.e., 1) Removing one type of scholar
attribute and embedding with the rest attribute (Removing Attribute); 2) Using only one
type of scholar attribute for network embedding (Adding Attribute). This method can
investigate the individual contribution, and unique information that each type of scholar
attribute supplies to the overall recommendation task.
Figures 6 and 7 show the recommendation performance of ACNE with “Jackknife” ap-

proach on DBLP and APS datasets, respectively. In this experiment, we merely use the
ACNE model with |𝑑| as 40, 30 for DBLP and APS, respectively. The number of recom-
mended candidates 𝑘 is set as 10. The key observations of these two group figures are as
follows:
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Fig. 6. Attribute contribution analysis in DBLP. 𝐹 : Full attribute set; 𝐷 : Demographic attribute set;
𝑅 : Research attribute set; 𝐼 : Influence attribute set; 𝑆 : Sociality attribute set; |𝑑| = 30; 𝑘 = 10.

(1) Considering all four types of scholar attributes (Full attribute set) achieves the best
performance among all strategies in terms of Precison@k, Recall@k, and F1@k on both
datasets. Meanwhile, the removing strategy regarding each type of scholar attribute
has a smaller but similar performance compared to using full attribute set. These
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scholar profiling approaches.

(2) Based on the performance of adding strategy of each type of scholar attribute, we can
observe that there is a dramatic performance drop compared to removing strategy.
This indicates that merely adopting a single type of scholar attribute will lead to low
recommendation accuracy. Meanwhile, all the strategies have a better performance on
APS than that on DBLP.

(3) Focusing on the performance of adding strategy of each type of scholar attribute,
we can see that the research attribute always has a highest F1@k score than other
scholar attributes and the demographic attribute has the lowest score. We can infer
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Fig. 7. Attribute contribution analysis in APS. 𝐹 : Full attribute set; 𝐷 : Demographic attribute set; 𝑅 :
Research attribute set; 𝐼 : Influence attribute set; 𝑆 : Sociality attribute set; |𝑑| = 30; 𝑘 = 10.

that research attribute is the most important attribute whereas demographic attribute
is of lowest importance. In fact, adding strategy with research attribute is, to some
extent, the same as CANE model because they both integrate scholars’ publication
information into network embedding.

(4) Another interesting observation is that just using the topological structure is better
than the adding strategy. The possible reason is that merely considering one typo
of attributes can not profile a scholar precisely, which may lead to biased results.
The reason why two scholars collaborate with each other is unclear. Thus, merely
consider one type of scholar attribute, i.e., the academic age attribute may hurt
the performance of merely using topology structure. This also indicates that the
topology structure is more important for collaborator recommendation. This is why
most previous collaborator recommendation models are designed based on network
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Table 4. Comparison between ACNE and baseline models in terms of Precision@k, Recall@k, and F1@k
in DBLP. We set |𝑑| as 40 for every network embedding model and 𝑘 ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}.

DBLP
Precision@k(%) Recall@k(%) F1@k(%)

5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20
CN 22.21 19.32 13.24 10.79 14.45 15.34 16.77 17.26 17.94 17.1 14.8 13.29

TopicSim 18.44 15.22 10.21 8.76 13.23 14.23 15.11 16.74 17.51 14.71 12.19 11.5
MVCWalker 26.34 25.33 12.18 10.38 16.46 17.98 19.13 20.08 15.41 21.03 14.88 13.69
DeepWalk 25.45 23.92 15.41 11.38 15.47 17.29 18.11 18.36 20.26 20.07 16.65 14.05
Node2vec 25.41 24.81 14.46 12.39 15.24 16.37 18.21 19.54 19.24 19.73 16.12 15.16

GCN 26.73 25.14 20.35 13.51 15.85 16.42 18.71 19.72 19.37 20.18 19.87 16.89
CANE 29.38 22.11 21.36 15.22 17.05 19.26 19.31 19.78 19.05 20.59 20.28 17.2
DANE 30.12 29.33 21.22 16.02 17.22 18.34 19.08 19.89 20.44 23.45 19.22 18.14
ACNE 30.28 29.21 20.32 16.32 17.18 18.97 19.33 20.87 21.58 23.01 19.81 18.32

Table 5. Comparison between ACNE and baseline models in terms of Precision@k, Recall@k, and F1@k
in APS. We set |𝑑| as 30 for every network embedding model and 𝑘 ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}.

APS
Precision@k(%) Recall@k(%) F1@k(%)

5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20 5 10 15 20
CN 24.3 22.33 16.67 12.11 17.32 18.23 19.44 19.89 20.22 20.07 17.95 15.05

TopicSim 20.12 18.32 15.22 11.03 15.34 17.21 18.93 19.03 17.41 17.75 16.87 13.97
MVCWalker 38.28 33.8 26.19 13.22 20.28 21.46 24.33 28.8 26.51 26.25 25.22 18.12
DeepWalk 36.06 31.28 23.56 13.1 18.87 19.34 21.02 22.98 24.78 23.9 22.21 16.69
Node2vec 35.22 30.21 22.34 12.87 18.34 19.22 20.14 22.7 24.12 23.49 21.18 16.43

GCN 36.71 31.36 23.45 14.77 19.34 20.12 21.57 23.45 24.56 23.22 22.14 18.23
CANE 39.21 34.2 26.38 14.01 19.97 20.43 22.34 25.21 26.46 25.59 24.19 18.01
DANE 39.47 36.22 27.15 15.11 20.45 21.22 23.15 26.21 26.89 27.21 24.33 18.92
ACNE 40.22 37.42 27.38 15.22 21.27 22.38 25.31 29.72 27.82 28.01 26.3 20.13

topologies, such as random walk and collaborative filtering. This also demonstrates
the significance of our proposed scholar profiling approach.

5.4 Comparison with Baselines (RQ3)

In this final subsection, we explore the potentials of ACNE in academic relationship mining
based on the task of collaborator recommendation by comparison with the state-of-the-art
collaborator recommendation methods.

The comparisons between ACNE and all baseline models in terms of Precision@k, Recall@k,
and F1@k on both DBLP and APS datasets are illustrated in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
During the experiments, we set |𝑑| as 40 for every network embedding model and the number
of recommended candidates 𝑘 ranges in {5, 10, 15, 20}. The key observations based on these
two tables are as follows:

(1) Our proposed ACNE can achieve the best performance over almost all evaluation
metrics among all the recommendation methods. Notably, by comparison with the
CN, a classical link prediction method, in terms of F1@k, ACNE has a significant
improvement. Specifically, there is a 35.29% and 39.56% increase in F1@k with 𝑘 = 10
in DBLP and APS datasets, respectively. This indicates that it is helpful to consider
academic factors in designing collaborator recommendation systems, which is in line
with previous studies [55].

(2) TopicSim has the worst performance among all methods, which indicates that merely
considering scholar attributes without network topology is insufficient for designing a
collaborator recommendation system. Meanwhile, network embedding methods, i.e.,
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DeepWalk, Node2vec and GCN achieve better performance than CN, which indicates
that network embedding techniques can better learn network proximity. Aligning
with the findings in [4] that suggest that structural similarity between nodes could
be more useful than context similarity, and that could discover authors who share
similar research interests. It is worth mentioning that DANE achieves the second best
performance. The reason is that DANE is, to some extent, the same as ACNE under
adding strategy with scholars’ interest attributes.

(3) On the one hand, with the increasing the 𝑘, the Recall@k of all recommendation
approaches gradually increase. This is because of the definition of Recall@k. Based on
its definition, with the increasing of 𝑘, more accurate candidates may be recommended
whereas the number of new collaborators is stable. On the other hand, the Precision@k
of all recommendation approaches gradually decrease with the increasing of 𝑘. This is
also because of its definition. F1@k is an integrated index which can better evaluate a
recommendation system. We can observe that all methods achieve the highest F1@k
when 𝑘 is set as 10.

6 CONCLUSION

To better understand scholars ourselves and academic society, we need to better utilize
the power of scholarly big data. Previous studies on scholar similarity measurement focus
either on the research topic or network topology in academic relationship mining. Academic
relationships are more than links in collaboration networks because scholars occupy various
academic specific attributes. A hybrid method that considers both scholar attributes and
network topology is needed. To this end, we propose a generic attributed collaboration
network embedding model named ACNE. Before performing network embedding, ACNE
first extracts four types of scholar attributes based on the proposed scholar profiling model,
including demographics, research, influence, and sociability. As a result, ACNE can learn a
low-dimensional representation of scholars considering both scholar attributes and network
topology simultaneously. Extensive results on the task of collaborator recommendation
in two real-world datasets by comparison with state-of-the-art methods demonstrate the
effectiveness of ACNE in academic relationship mining.

This work has tackled network embedding on scientific collaboration networks by consid-
ering both scholar attributes and network topology. We believe such a hybrid method can
better measure scholar similarity so that more accurate academic relationship mining results
can be gained. In future work, we will test the effectiveness of ACNE on other academic
relationship mining tasks such as advisor-advisee relationship identification and community
detection. Moreover, considering the fact that different features may have different weights
to measure the similarity of scholars, we will explore advanced technologies such as attention
mechanism to weight the importance of different feature views.
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